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Abstract 

The purpose of this study is to propose “physical literacy” as a learning content of university 

physical education and to show how to learn it in physical education class. Thirty years have 

passed since physical education was not required in Japanese higher education in 1991. 

Currently, reform of higher education is underway based on the “Grand Design of Higher 

Education for 2040” by the Central Council for Education. The reform shows “the ideal 

connection from elementary/secondary education to higher education.” It is also trying to shift 

from “what teachers should teach” to “what students could learn”. Morita et al. (2021) critically 

considered the problems of health/physical education in schools by conducting a survey of 

university students on health/physical education classes from elementary school to high school 

and comparing the results with those of university classes. Takahashi et al. (2021) examined 

the current state of university physical education from the perspective of historical transition in 

order to consider the feasibility of the “social mission in university physical education.” As the 

results, the following contents were reported: (1) Accumulation of practical knowledge of 

university physical education by “Scholarship of Teaching and Learning” (SoTL), (2) 

Systematizing the educational value of university physical education, (3) Peer training by 

university physical education teacher colleagues, and (4) Providing content that contributes to 

the First-Year Experience.  
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Physical literacy is defined by British philosopher Whitehead. The definition has changed 

for recent years. The previous definition was “appropriate to each individual’s endowment, 

physical literacy can be described as the motivation, confidence, physical competence, 

knowledge and understanding to maintain physical activity throughout the lifecourse” 

(Whitehead, 2010). Now it has changed to “appropriate to each individual, physical literacy 

can be described as the motivation, confidence, physical competence, knowledge and 

understanding to value and take responsibility for engaging in physical activities for life” 

(Whitehead, 2019). She also considers physical literacy as a capability (Whitehead, 2010). 

“Quality Physical Education” by UNESCO shows that “participation in physical education 

should support the development of physical literacy” (UNESCO, 2015). 

According to Takahashi and Hata (2021a), it is expected that getting physical literacy 

enhances one's own body and ability to respond to the other. In addition, Takahashi et al (2021b) 

show that the difference between health/physical education classes from elementary to 

secondary education and those in higher education. In the former, the teacher as an educator 

runs HE/PE class and they aim “embodiment of learning.” In the latter, the teacher as a 

professor runs HE/PE class and they aim “embodied learning”. In the university physical 

education classes, the teacher as a professor presents for their students with concrete methods 

for learning movement practice, and the students understand it as knowledge, they develop 

"embodied learning" from their movement practice. By setting physical literacy as a learning 

content of university physical education like this, it will be possible to become easier to 

understand the connection between elementary/secondary education and higher education, and 

to standardize the learning goals and contents of the university health/physical education and 

the previous ones. 
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